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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Authors have done an appreciable job by bringing rare case in the light. There are few suggestions which can improvise the manuscript further. It is better not to use brand name of drugs. It is good to mention acronyms in upper case (Eg.: OD instead of od) Please mention the dose of prednisolone used along with duration during tapering phase and as patient has not completed the course of steroid please mention the treatment plan for steroid. After how many days of treatment did the patient showed clinical improvement? How frequently patient was followed up and what are the workup and signs that were evaluated during the follow up? Please try to make a concise conclusion. Reference 2 : please check spelling of elderly. Reference 12, 13 : please follow the journal/ standard guideline to cite.
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thank you for inviting me to review the case report. the discussion should be improved.
diagnosis of this disease by sampling, I wish sampling could be possible. it is OK